This study proposes an automatic technique for liver segmentation in computed tomography (CT) images. Localization of the liver volume is based on the correlation with an optimized set of liver templates developed by the authors that allows clear geometric interpretation. Radiodensity values are calculated based on the boundaries of the segmented liver, which allows identifying liver abnormalities. The performance of the technique was evaluated on 700 CT images from dataset of the Unified Radiological Information System (URIS) of Moscow. [http://medradiology.moscow/eris]. Despite the decrease in accuracy, the technique is applicable to CT volumes with a partially visible region of the liver. The technique can be used to process CT images obtained in various patient positions in a wide range of exposition parameters. It is capable in dealing with low dose CT scans in real large-scale medical database with over 1 million of studies.
Introduction
Abnormal of liver development and diseases of the hepatobiliary system rank third in the prevalence rate in the population after bronchopulmonary lesions and cardiovascular diseases [1, 2, 3] . To diagnose liver diseases, it is required to determine its geometric characteristics and densitometric parameters. For example, the diagnosis of fatty liver disease is based on determining the radiodensity of the liver [4, 5] . This is a routine process that can be time-consuming. Automatic methods for segmentation and determining radiodensity of the liver will significantly optimize clinician workflow by performing appropriate calculations quickly and with high accuracy.
Automatic data analysis will also allow identifying subclinical liver diseases during CT studies of other organs (including screening) when the scan area partially covers the liver.
Liver segmentation can be performed by semi-automatic and automatic methods. Semiautomatic methods [6] are time-and effort-consuming due to interactive operations. But there is number of studies aimed at reducing the expert efforts to a limited number of actions such as seed point selection.
Automatic detection of the liver volume in CT images from a large database can be difficult task as CT scans are obtained in different clinical settings on a variety of scanners. In cases where the lungs are examined, the liver volume is partially present and noisy. The contrast of the boundaries between the liver and neighboring structures is unstable. Given that, developing a reliable algorithm to deal with CT images is challenging task.
For more than 40 years of image processing history in CT, numerous methods for liver segmentation have been developed. There are several thorough reviews in this field [7, 8] . The probabilistic atlas method uses a map that describes the probability of voxel with specific coordinates to constrain the object of interest. To form a probabilistic map of the liver, a set of CT images with expert labeled liver segmentation is used [9] . In [10] , the authors use the probabilistic atlas approach and classification of voxels into the "liver" and "not-liver" classes. Papers [11, 12] use shape-intensity prior level set combining probabilistic atlas and probability map constrains.
Statistical Shape Model [13, 14, 15, 16] allows estimating the liver volume based on the ground truth marking in a trained database. To improve accuracy, deformable models were used to locally adapt the liver shape to a precise boundary [17, 18] . Graph Cut method describes cropped image volume as a graph and finds an optimal partition of the graph to solve the max-flow problem. [19, 21, 22] successfully use this approach. Region-growing approach for automatic detection is applied in [23] . Neural network methods in liver segmentation have been employed in [24] since 1994.
Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) have been used recently to achieve state-of-art results in automatic liver segmentation. Currently, they produce highly competitive results comparable to state-of-the-art methods [15] .
Despite a large number of studies in this area, the available algorithms have insufficient accuracy or reliability in case of partially visible liver, which is very important when dealing with images in large databases.
Thus, at the moment, there is no ready-made solution that allows segmenting the liver in automatic mode in a large number of cases of practical interest. The objective of this work is to develop a technology for automatic segmentation of the liver and automatic determination of its radiodensity based on CT data, which can be applicable to cases of pathological changes of the liver when covering the liver volume partially or completely. Partial cover cases are usual for chest CT scans.
Methods
The authors have developed a technology for automatic segmentation and determining radiodensity of the liver. The automatic segmentation algorithm consists of the following steps: To determine the anatomical region, a correlation algorithm is used. It matches bone tissues in the CT image and a skeleton template. The skeleton template is obtained by processing a tomogram containing a full-length image of an adult. This step of the algorithm allows to exclude images where the liver is absent, and to avoid significant errors in the next steps of the algorithm. Fig. 1 shows examples of determining different anatomical areas. In the processed CT image, the algorithm determines the approximate position of an object similar to the skeleton template. Thus, when processing a tomogram that does not contain the liver (e.g., head CT), based on the found position, the system decides not to continue searching for the liver on the tomogram. But if the tomogram position is consistent with the location of the liver on the template, the algorithm proceeds to the next step, i.e. determination of the liver location based on the correlation of the organ shape with the shape templates. It is reported [26] , that the liver is quite variable in shape and size. Irregular geometric shape of the liver as well as the presence of a wide range of its individual variants determines the complexity in calculating its volume. There is a considerable variation in the definition of liver shapes. Classification methods developed in the "pre-computer" era are based on analyzing the ratio of longitudinal and transverse dimensions of the liver, the ratio of sizes of its lobes or on selection of characteristic forms of the liver. However, a unified classification system has not been developed.
The widespread use of computer technology allowed to create more complex liver shape models. However, this has not result in a clear classification of the liver shapes. Rather, on the contrary, the idea of unpredictability of the liver shape has emerged. E.g., in work [27] , the classification of liver forms is based on the expansion of the segmented liver surface in a spherical function series with subsequent analysis of the series coefficients. The result of classification is a combination of 16 coefficients, which actually means almost infinite variability of the forms. A visual interpretation of this classification is difficult.
Thus, there is no generally accepted classification of the liver shape in modern literature. In this work, the authors have developed a simple classification scheme that allows clear geometric interpretation (Fig. 2 ). This scheme can be considered as a reduced model presented in [9] . Six types of the liver were identified based on linear dimensions of the right and left lobes of the liver: For each of these types, two characteristic tomograms were selected. On their basis, in manual mode, three-dimensional binary liver masks were created by cross-sections ( Fig. 3 ) and a base of three-dimensional liver shape templates was formed (12 templates in total, used in step 2 of the automatic segmentation algorithm). to those mentioned in [13] . Three-dimensional liver template is used, rather than with its particular sections, as it is done in many other works. The template scale also varies during the search. As a result, the system determines the template that best fits the 3D image of the liver on the tomogram, as well as the optimal position and scale of this template.
In general, procedures performed in steps 1 and 2 repeat the actions performed by the doctors when analyzing a tomogram: first, the anatomical region of the tomogram is assessed as a whole;
and then a visual search for the organ of interest is performed based on the analysis of object shapes and anatomical landmarks.
To accurately determine liver boundaries in a CT scan, it is planned to develop an algorithm that uses clustering (similar to the principal components method) and geometric connectivity criteria [30] . It will use the densitometric characteristics calculated by the found approximate liver boundaries (Fig. 4) . To evaluate the specificity of liver segmentation, the developed technology was also tested on data that do not contain liver images (tomograms of the head, neck, and extremities). In total, 481 CT images were used to determine the sensitivity of the technology, and 316 CT images were used to determine its specificity.
Results
The Another example represents the liver with a significantly reduced density of +13.7 HU. In this case, the IntelliSpace Portal software failed to detect the liver (Fig. 7) , while the developed system successfully segmented it (Fig. 8 ). Processing such data is of great practical and scientific value for the healthcare. 
c-automatically generated text report on determining the volume and radiodensity
To improve technology performance, the authors intend to make a more careful selection of the liver shape templates. To reduce the influence of the noise on the calculated densitometric parameters, algorithm for filtering CT data is applied to CT images [31] .
Conclusions
The developed technology relieves the radiologist from routine liver segmentation and densitometry tasks. It enables automatic analysis of large databases of CT images to detect subclinical liver diseases and to perform medical research based on liver masks.
Overall, 481 CT images were used to determine the sensitivity of the technology, and 316 CT images were used to determine its specificity. The accuracy is satisfactory for screening liver pathologies by processing large databases. The sensitivity of the technology is 95.6%, the specificity is 100% and the AUC is 0.978. The segmentation algorithm correctly detects the position of the liver under challenging conditions:
Authors contribution in the article includes 3 points:
 Automatic determination of the liver boundaries;
 Automatic determination of densitometric characteristics of the liver;
 Automatic analysis of CT scans obtained in clinical settings and stored in databases to diagnose subclinical liver diseases;
The proposed technique is able to process CT images where the liver volume is partially present. This property is quite unique for a liver segmentation algorithm. The authors have tested the developed technique on CT images from a real large-scale database maintained on the basis of pulmonary medical centers of Moscow. The developed technique allows detecting CT images of patients with subclinical liver diseases. It is also planned to use the technology for automatic segmentation and determining the densitometry characteristics of other abdominal organs.
